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New model for ULF Pc5 pulsations: Alfvn cones 

P.M. Bellan 

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 

Abstract. It is proposed that nightside auroral Pc 5 sig- 
nals are inertial Alfv6n resonance cones excited by localized 
field-aligned current pulses in the distant magnetotail. 

Introduction 

The nightside Pc5 pulsations often observed in auroral 
regions have a surprisingly reproducible, detailed structure 
with the following attributes: (i) Doppler radar shows [Ruo- 
honierni et aL, 1991] that the pulsations consist of approx- 
imately east-west veloci_ty oscillations at mHz frequencies 
[corresponding to the E x B drift produced by a north- 
south oscillatory electric field Ens]; (ii) the spectral power 
at a given latitude is s•rongly p.eaked at a specific frequency 
which decreases monotonically with increasing latitude, and 
the observed frequencies appear to be quantized at 0.9, 1.3, 
1.95, 2.6, and 3.3 mHz [Ruohoniemi et al., 1991; Samson 
et al., 1992]; (iii) for a given observation frequency, Ens re- 
verses polarity across the peak of the observed signal [Ruo- 
honierni et al.,1991] indicating a strong north-south shear 
in the east-west velocity; and (iv) although the frequency 
spectrum at a given latitude is nearly invariant, the time 
domain signal consists of a sequence of discrete wave pack- 
ets [Walker et al., 1992], each at the observed frequency but 
with amplitude decaying after a sharp onset. The standard 
model for these pulsations [Hasegawa, 1976; Kivelson and 
Southwood, 1985; Samson et al.,1992] assumes they are field 
line resonances (FLR) excited by compressional wave cavity 
modes; however, Engebretson and Anderson[1995] searched 
satellite data and found no evidence of the assumed com- 

pressional wave cavity modes. 

Conceptual Basis of New Model 
We present here a new model based on the following con- 

cepts: (i) According to Goertz and Boswell [1979], Ternerin 
et al. [1986], and Kletzing [1994], auroral pulsations are re- 
lated to the inertial electron Alfv6n wave (IEAW). These 
co <coci waves have the dispersion relation 

•2 2 2 2 2 2 -- kllVAI (1 q- , (1) 

propagate when vA > co/kll > VTe where VTe is the electron 
thermal velocity, and have polarization [Borg et a/.,1985; 
Bellan, 1994] • y• 0, /}• --0. (ii) When excited by a local- 
ized source (i.e., continuum of kll , in contrast to the single, 
quantized kll of the FLR inodel), certain cold plasma waves 
have a 'resonaixce cone' structure [Fisher and (7ou/d, 1969]; 
the IEAW is one of these waves [Kuehl, 197•; Oho, 1979; 
Borg et al.,1985; Bellan, 1994; Gekelman et al., 1994]. For 
a localized source in a uniform magnetic field B --B• , the 
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IEAW cone lies on the surface 

where cog,,, -- - and r, z are cylindrical 
coordinates in a frame where the source is at the origin. 
Since co < < coei • • cogrn, the IEAW cone angle is always a 
small fraction of a degree. (iii) If a wave has resonance cone 
structure, then a pulsed localized source excites a spectrum of 
resonance cortes, each at a different angle. Superposition of 
these cones gives a peculiar spatial-temporal ringing pattern 
tern [Sirnonutti, 1976;Bellan, 1977]. (iv) In a non-uniform 
magnetic field, the cone axis follows the local field line cur- 
vature [Ohrturna, 1983] and Eq.(2) is replaced by an Eikonal 
relation [Bellan, 1983] which for IEAW cones will be 

drldz- colco•..(z); (3) 

where z is the distance from the source along the axis field 
line and r is the radial distance from the axis field line. 

Derivation of the New Model 

As sketched in Fig. 1 we assume that a spectrum of IEAW 
cones is excited by a pulse of localized field-aligned cur- 
rent (LFAC) associated with reconnection at a magnetotail 
x-point and that the axis of these cones is an open field 
line (dashed line, Fig. 1) which maps from the LFAC to a 
point inside the auroral oval. Each frequency component of 
the LFAC pulse excites a resonance cone (cf. Fig. 1) and 
the observed signal is the superposition of these cones. Al- 
though the cone axis is an open (lobe) field line, the cone 
crosses field lines as it goes earthward. Near the earth, the 
equatorward part of the cone can reach high-latitude closed 
field lines (cf. Fig. 1) while the poleward part of the cone 
propagates on low density open lobe field lines. We first 
obtain an analytic solution for a uniform plasma and then 
generalize to a more realistic non-uniform situation. 

For the IEAW to propagate, the V A > VTe condition 
must be valid along the entire propagation path. Spacecraft 
charging [Scirne et al., 1994] typically restricts electron en- 
ergy measurements to > 10eV making it very difficult to 
measure cold electrons. However, recent detailed analysis 
of ISEE-1 data by Sojka [private communication, 1995] has 
suggested the existence of a cold (i.e., under 3 eV) bulk 
electron distribution in the tail lobe at 8RE. 

We model the localized pulsed source current as J s•c ---- 
p25(x)5(y)5(z)5(t) where p is a dipole moment. Since co << 
co,i, the perpendicular plasma current is the polarization 
current Jpot = (pov•)-•d•_k/dt, while the parallel plasma 
current (field-aligned electron motion) is given by d)z/dr -- 
(copee/c2po)•z. Recalling that the IEAW has •7• y• 0, • -- 0, 
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Figure 1. One cone of the continuum of IEAW resonance cones generated by a localized field-aligned current pulse. This 
pulse is located on an open field line in the vicinity of magnetic reconnection occurring at an x-point (not to scale). 

the governing equations for IEAW's are the parallel and per- 
pendicular components of Ampere's law and the perpendicu- 
lar component of Faraday's law. After Laplace transforming 
in time and Fourier transforming in z, these become 

~ ß wpeEz/c s + popb(x)5(y) (4) 

• x i•B. - •..Ivl, • x i•.. +v.k• x• - -•B. (•) 
where s is the Lap_lace transform frequency-like variable. -- 

Solving Eq.(5) for Eñ and Bñ gives 

- ikzv• ~ - s 
Eñ ---s: + k•v• VñE• Bñ -- -s: + : : Vñ• x •. ' kz v A 

(•) 
Inserting Bñ in Eq.(4) gives the driven IEAW equation, 

Vñ . s: + : : VñE• - --l• -- popb(x)5(y). (7) kzv A c25 

We now Fourier analyze in x and y, define k• -- k• + ky • and 
•: -- 1 + k•c:/wp•e so that 

•=(k, s) spop (s: q- k•vl) c:lwp• = - •vl + • ' (s) 
Since the measured quantity is •x, it is preferable to solve 
fo• •; •g Eq.(•) $w• 

[Note: if we identify s -• -iw, the vanishing of the denomi- 
nator in Eqs.(8) or (9) gives Eq.(1).] 

Writing kx = kñ cos•b, dk•dky = kñdkñdq•, and r = 
Vx:q- y:, the inverse Fourier and Laplace transform of 
Eq.(9) at y = 0 is 

/• (x, z, t) - •0pc: 0: i (27r) 4 copse OrOz f-ii•ø ds A•o dkz f•o kñ dkñ 
X j'o :• d• • exp(ikñrcos•q-ik•z q- st) • + • • / vl ' 

(10) 
Because of the azimuthal symmetry, E•(x,y -- O,z,t) -- 
/•r (r, z, t). Integration with respect to •b gives 

sds kñdkñ 
i (27r)3 wp• OrOz -ioo o 

• exp ( ik•z q- st) xJo(•.,.) a• • + •½•lvl --OLD 

(11) 

where J0 is the Bessel function of order 0. The k, inte•and 
h• a simple pole in the upper half k,-plane, so k, integra- 
tion •ves 

-- --- ds kñdkñ Jo(kñr) ½ • •p• OrOz •oo (12) 

where a -- szlvA, A -- popvAI87r:, and the argument (r, z, t) 
is implied for Er. Noting that •d• -- kñdkñc:/wp•, Eq.(12) 
becomes 

-- ds de Jo VIe: - I e "-•. •, A OrOz -•oo 
(13) 

Using an inte•al tabulated • Gm•hteyn and Ryzhik [1965], 
•. (13) becomes 

O: fi• exp(st--Vs:z:/v•q-cap•er:/c: ) • - •o•o• • v/•lvl +•,•1• ß •, -ioo 

(14) 
Using an integral tabulated in Bateman [1954] this becomes, 

• (•, • t) - •p vl 0•m(. •, t) ' 47•e0 c a OrOz (15) 

where 

q•(r,z,t) -- 0ift<z/vA 

= z-'Jo(W? r v/t:-z:/v•4 ) if t> Z/VA 
(16) 

is the spatial-temporal ringing pattern, an exact solution to 
the w < • wci Maxwell-Lorentz equations. 

Equation (16) shows that the energy of the pulse extends 
axially from z -- 0 to z -- vAt so that, as expected from 
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causality, the wave front has a retarded time effect associ- 
ated with propagation at a finite velocity. As shown in 
Fig. l, the poleward part of the cone propagates in low den- 

polar that sity lobe plasma which has an Alfv•n velocity v A 
eqtr for the equa- is much faster than the Alfv•n velocity v,• 

torward part. Thus, when the poleward half of the cone 
reaches Earth, its axial extent will be v•ølar/v•qtrlonger 
than the axial extent of the equatorward half and so will 
have an amplitude ' eqtr pola• v• /V• smaller. The equatorward 
half of the cone, being much larger in amplitude, will there- 
fore dominate observations, and we postulate that the radar 
is observing this equatorward half. 

If we let s -- -/co then the integrand in Eq.(14) becomes 
the IEAW cone in Eq.(26) of Borg et al. [1985] and the 
vanishing of the denominator gives Eq.(2). Consider now 
how such a cone deforms when B -- B(z) as in Fig. 1. In 
this case, Eq.(3) can be integrated to give 

r(z) -- dz' f /fa,(z') ; (17) 

where f- w/27r, faro --wam/g7r. The major contribution 
to this integral is from the distant tail lobe where fa, (z) is 
small and the z-extent is large. Because the tail lobe mag- 
netic field is very weak, non-linear wave effects in the tail 
lobe could, in principle, modify cone propagation. Since the 
plasma E x B motion is torsional (i.e., azimuthal) while the 
perpendicular phase dependence is radial, simple lv. x B con- 
vective nonlinearity seems unlikely. Other more subtle non- 
linearities might occur, but for the sake of brevity, analysis 
of these will be deferred to future presentations. 

Comparison with Observations 
Distance to Source 

Slavin [1985] showed that the distant tail lobe magnetic 
field decays as the square root of the distance from earth. 

Thus fa,•(z) -- (1 - z/zs) -1/2 f;s m where z is the distance 
from the measuring point to the source, zs is the distance 
from the source to the earth and superscript s means eval- 
uated at the source. Using this faro (z) in Eq.(17) and inte- 
grating from z -- 0 to z -- zs gives the cone radius r at 
the surface of the earth to be 

r -- 2fzs/Sf;•. (18) 

Slavin also showed that the tail lobe magnetic field strength 
was 15nT at 60 earth radii so we may write B s -- 15 x 
(60/zs) 1/•' nT. Since fg,• --0.65SnT/V/• where A is mass 
in ainu, we find f•% -- 76/(Az,) 1/•'. Thus Eq.(18) gives 

Zs -- 23 [rill 2/3 A -1/3. (19) 
If 00 is the latitude of the cone axis [cf. Fig. l], the cone 
radius r is locally related to latitude by 

•'- • (0o -0 )/S•O (•0) 

where O0 is a constant. From Eq.(18) we see that r/f 
--constant; thus two frequency/latitude pairs satisfy rl/fl -- 
r•./f•. and so using Eq.(20), we see that (O0- Ol)/fl -- 
(do - O•.)/f•.. Walker et al. [1992] observed that the 3.3 
rnHz signal peaked at a latitude of 69.4 ø while the 1.3 rnHz 
signal peaked at a latitude of 72.5ø; this frequency/latitude 
pair gives O0 -- 74.5 o and r -- 0.089 at 3.3 rnHz. If the 
ion species is assumed to be mainly oxygen (A --16) then 
Eq.(19) gives z• --82 and B • -- 13 nV, f•,• -- 2 nz, f• -- 12 
mHz; assuming hydrogen (A - 1) gives z8 - 206 and B • -- 8 
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nT, f•,• = 5 Hz, f2i = 120 mHz. These results are consis- 
tent with Kivelson et al. 's[1993] report of the Galileo earth 
encounter where a TCR-related torsional magnetic pulse in 
the south tail lobe at z• -- 80 appeared to be a precursor for 
Pc 5 signals observed 19 minutes later at Fort Churchill. 

Temporal, Spectral and Phase Behavior 

We now show that the pattern prescribed by q•(r,z,t) 
closely resembles radar and ground station observations. Us- 
ing Eq.(18), the non-uniform field version of ß will have the 
argument factor 3w•,r(zs)/2zs instead of wg,r/z. Figure 
2(a) gives a plot of ß v. latitude and time for two pulses 
separated by 37 minutes assuming an n = 104 m -a oxygen 
plasma with z8 =82, f•, =2Hz. These q• plots closely re- 
semble Figs.2 and 3 of Walker et al [1992] if we assume that 
Walker et al are observing the equatorward half of the cone; 
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both Fig.2(a) and Walker et al.'s observations consist of a 
sequence of 'hard-onset' ringing oscillations, each starting at 
a definite time and existing over a range of latitudes such 
that the ringing frequency is largest at the lowest latitudes 
(also see Simonutti• [1976]). figure 2(b), the spectral ampli- 
tude of the Fig.2(a) signal, demonstrates that the frequency 
decreases with latitude in excellent agreement with Fig.1 of 
Samson et a/.[1992]. Figure 2(c) shows spectral power and 
phase for one particular frequency (2.5 mHz) plotted v. lat- 
itude. Here, the spectral power peaks at one latitude and 
the phase jumps •180 ø going across the peak, in excellent 
agreement with Fig.2 of Samson et a/.[1992]. 

Analytic Estimate of Phase and Quantization 

The phase behavior and frequency quantization can be es- 
timated analytically by approximating •= exp(iwg,•tr/z), 
its long-time asymptotic limit. Thus, for a time interval 
0 ( t ( T, ß may be characterized by the Fourier time 
series • -- • An e i"'"t where w,• -- 27rn/T. Here A• 
T-' fo T •P(r,t)e -i•"t -- •-' sin• e/• where • ---- (wg,•r/z - 
w,)T/2. We may write •P ,-, •'•.•,• where 
•-• sin• e i(•"t+•). Consequently, the spectral power at fre- 
quency w,• is [•n[ •' ,-, •-•' sin•'• which peaks when w,• -- 
wg,,r/z and drops to half-maximum at • • -b7r/2. The 
phase of •P, is w,t + • so the phase shifts from -•r/2 to 
•r/2 when • goes from -•r/2 to +7r/2. Since r corresponds 
to latitude, •P. has peak amplitude at the latitude where 
wn -- wg,,r/z and a 1800 phase shift across this peak in 
agreement with observations. 

For multiple pulses, the frequency at a given latitude does 
not change because each pulse always excites the same fre- 
quency components at that latitude. For two successive 
pulses separated by time r, the signal will be of the form 
• -- •, An (ei•"•+ e i•"(•-r>) so that the spectral power 
of the n • mode will be [•P,•[•' -- 4• -•' sin•'• cos •' (w,•r/2). 
The cos •' (w,•r/2) factor acts as a frequency-domain 'comb' 
filter, passing only frequencies that are integral multiples of 
•-•. In the time-domain, this corresponds to two successive 
pulses either mutually reinforcing or canceling each other 
depending on the sign of cos(wr) as seen in Fig.2(a). The 
spectral power is additionally quantized by the discreteness 
of the measurement time T; e.g., Ruohoniemi et al's [1991] 
measurements were quantized in multiples of T -•-- 0.325 
mHz (using T- 3072 seconds from Ruohoniemi et a! [1991] 
and also Ruohoniemi, private communication[1996]). Using 
r -- 37 minutes (typical for the time domain data), the con- 
straint that the frequency spectrum of the two-pulse signal 
must be in multiples of both r -• and of T -• predicts quan- 
tization at 0.9, 1.3, 1.95, 2.6, 3.3 mHz, in agreement with 
the observations. 
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